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&lt; chapter one &gt; he doesn’t blame them – his parents, that is. it’s a childish and immature decision to

label someone else at fault for ones own errors, for ones own suffering, for ones own pain. they had

done everything they could. every opportunity grasped, thrust upon uisoo before his mind had grown

enough to fit the weight of a decision to be made and to score it up into what would be good or bad

for him in the long run. they wanted the best for him. enrolled in sports, engaged him in learning at

the best institutes, and instilled the idea of hard work and ambition being two equal and necessary

skills for one to make it in the world they lived in. a good boy, that’s what he had been. the ideal son

who bowed his head and knew what he needed to do before anyone could point him in the direction.

responsible, dependable, intelligent, filial. yet the more he grew, the more he was struck with how this

wasn’t enough.

&lt; chapter two &gt; there’s empty pit in his stomach as he stands in the entryway of his family’s church.

they’ve gone every sunday since he can remember and he’s never felt so sick at the sight of the wide

arches and stained glass before. but he read about stones being thrown, he read about the sin that’s

nestled itself in his stomach and his gaze wavers when he looks upon the faces that surround him. he

doesn’t like other boys. he refuses. he denies. he bites his tongue until he hates the idea of love and

romance. cynicism set in quickly for the young teen boy. pride and defense mechanisms scrapped

up in any attempt to hide the truth from himself and save him from what he’s so certain would

destroy everything around him. but no matter how well he tucks the longing gazes at other boys

under his sleeve and buries himself in books, it’s still there and he swears his parents know. seeing his

replacement in a younger adopted brother whose nothing like him at all.

&lt; chapter three &gt; high school is a popularity contest that uisoo wants no part of him. the only thing

that matters is getting a long enough that they won’t turn on him in the future. his dreams of a

presidency sustained by his desperation to be enough to his parents, to be perfect in their eyes, to

avoid sinking into the pit that’s growing at his feet. all he needs to do is stay focused, using pills and

control, more pills and more control, until he’s fraying at the edges. it’s so obvious and yet, he stares

everything down in hopes that no one will notice. he lies, he manipulates, he breaks his fingers to

keep a distance, but none of it works. he slips up. he makes mistakes and lets his emotions beckon in a

storm. the rumours pushing him to the edge, because it’s logical, its reasonable; he’s made a pros and

cons list and it’s better to die than to be gay. it’s confusion mixed with a bitter frustration and sliver of

hope when he’s breathing still.

&lt; chapter four &gt; secrets never stay that way for long. chinese whispers that move around the world

until he’s dropping the keys to his car, to his family home, to everything he’s known into the hands

of his father who won’t accept it. the constant barrage of questions, the pressure that mounts up
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behind the image of a supporting family going through a trying time is too much for uisoo. he tasted

happiness. on another boys lips. he smiled for once, not out of politeness or sheer pleasantry. it’s an

addictive drug, love and freedom, and completely terrifying at the time. choices comes with a power

he’s never had before, and he fumbles with it. he struggles to handle the consequences of his actions

and more than once he’s scared. more than once he wonders if the panic attacks behind closed doors,

the incessant weight of his fathers judgement and the pressure of perfection are better. he’s learning

too late how to figure things out on his own, but he doesn’t want to go back either.

&lt; chapter five &gt; it’s him. it’s love. it’s happiness. that’s what steadies uisoo’s hands when he doubts

himself and his choices. he tries things he’d never even imagined he would or could, or existed. his

heart races with the new thrills. and the hands that had gripped his shoulders, taken his throat, pushed

him forward for so long loosen, slip, and drift. uisoo breathes in for the first time. he hopes though. in

the back of his mind that one day his family will understand and accept him back. he contemplates

his decisions, trying to weigh out his own happiness and finding some sort of closure on wounds left

on him through the years. the few years of freedom have changed him, opened him up, evened him

out, but he still doesn’t have the answers. the big ones. who he is. what he should do. is this right.
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